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DRESTER X-SERIES BY HEDSON – THE MOST ROBUST GUN
CLEANER ON THE MARKET
Hedson proudly present the latest concept in our Gun Cleaner portfolio – the Xseries, a robust gun cleaner developed for workshops and industry with extra
heavy workload.
Automatic cleaning of spray guns is faster than cleaning by hand, allowing more cars to be painted
each day. That gives an efficient cleaning process in the work shop and improves the productivity.
Automatic cleaning provides also a consistent result as opposed to cleaning by hand.
The robust Drester X-series by Hedson are aimed towards workshops and industries with a heavy
work load. The working platform is made of welded stainless steel, which makes it extremely robust
and durable. The high quality gun cleaner have an excellent cleaning performance and washes all
types of spray guns. The model is ergonomic with less depth and also includes spray gun storage,
with up to 7 spray gun storage.

X-SERIES FEATURES THREE MODELS
The X-series features three models to fit every customer need; one single with manual work
station, one single with automatic work station and one double with two work stations, both
manual and automatic.

“We are now introducing one of the most robust and durable series of gun cleaners on the
market. We have taken the best features and components from reliable Drester Classic gun
cleaners and included features from the Drester BoXer series and developed X-series. That
gives us reliable gun cleaners, totally made of stainless steel for extreme durability and excellent
cleaning performance”
Tommie Bergh, Design Engineer R&D
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BACKGROUND
Hedson Technologies was established in 1999 as a merge between IRT and Drester. Both IRT and Drester were Swedish companies, IRT with a
history from 1967 developing infrared dryers and Drester from 1978 developing spray gun cleaners. In 2005 Hedson acquired the German company
Herkules who has a history from 1974 developing lifting equipment. With user experiences, innovative technology and well-planned concepts, all three
brands have one thing in common, to deliver products that meets the high demands of professional customers. In 2014 Hedson Technologies was
acquired by Mellby Gård Innovation och Tillväxt AB, a solid well-known and privately owned Swedish industry investor.
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